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I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

ROLL CALL I INIFRESI

III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
A. Minutes of June 28, 2017
B. Minutes of October11, 2017

IV.

OLD BUSINESS
A. GEDA update on RFP for Polaris Point
B. Court Cases update
C. Crown Lands update/Tentative Piti Easement update

V.

NEW BUSINESS
A. NDWWTP Land Appraisals GWA

Website:
http I/dlmgLmamgov

E-mail Address:
dlrndir@landguarn gov

Telephone:
(671) 473-5263/7 or
(671) 649-LAND (5263)
ext. 435

—

-

VI.

PUBLIC COMMENTS

VII.

DIRECTORS REPORT
A. 20171016- Letter from Senator Ada requesting information whether
Guam Procurement Law followed.
Statement
of account balances confirming the placement of TCDs.
B.
C. GALC update on Land Bank
-Lands Returned
-Remaining lands to be returned
-Crown Lands available for development

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT

Facsimile:
671-649-5383
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Israel finds bodiesof five Gaza militants

JERUSALEM (Reuters) Israel said
on Sunday it had recovered the bodies
of five Palestinians who were killed
when it blew up a tunnel last week
that was dug hy militants under the
Gaza Strip border, and hopes they can
he used to effect the return of Israelis
hold in Gaza.
The bodies ot seven other militants
were recovered on the Gaza side of
the frontier last Monday when Israel
destroyed the cross-border tunnel,
raising the death toll to 12.
A military statement said that since
the tunnel was blown up, forces had
worked in Israeli territory to complete
its uncovering and destruction and
that “during the ongoing work in the
area, the bodies of five terrorists were
uncovered.”
On Friday, the Islamic Jihad militant
group said that five of its militants
were missing.
Israel said this year it would with
hold the hodies of Palestinian mili
tants killed in attacks against its citi
zens in order to pressure the larger
Islamist llamas faction to return the
remains of soldiers and hand hack
missing Israeli civilians.
llamas says it is holding two Israeli
soldiers whom the army declared
-

dead after they were lost in action in
the 2014 Gaza war. The group also
says it is holding two Israeli civilians
who strayed into the territory.
Simba Goldin, the father of one of
the two Israeli soldiers, on Sunday
urged the Israeli government to live
up to its promise and said: “Pressure
will make Hamas understand that
holding Israeli soldiers in not an asset
but a burden.”
Both Islamic Jihad and llamas have
refusedto discuss any deal with Israel.
Dawoud Shehab, an Islamic Jihad
spokesman in Gaza said on Sunday:
“We are committed to regaining the
bodies of our comrades and we will
find a way to compel the enemy to do
this.”
During the 2014 Gaza war, llamas
fighters used dozens of tunnels to
blindside Israel’s superior forces and
threaten civilian communities near
the frontier, a counterpoint to the
Iron Dome anti-missile system that
largely protected the country’s heart
land from militant rocket barrages.
Neither Israel nor militants in Gaza
have appeared eager to seek escala
tion. Israel has been constructing a
sensor-equipped underground wall
along the 60-km (36-mile) Gaza
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border, aiming to complete the $1.1 be renewed, llamas
has rejected the
billion project by mid-2019.
demand.
Israel and the United States have
llamassaidlsraelhadmadea”futile
called for llamas to be disarmed attempt to sabotage
efforts to
as part oI the pact between llamas Palestinian unity7 reference repair
a
to the
and the Western-backed Palestinian reconciliation agreement
reached
Authority, so Israeli peace efforts with Abbas last month it
in which his
with Palestinian President Mahmoud forceshanetakenover
administration
Abbas, which collapsed in 2014, can of the enclave.

Venezuela opposition leader seeks refuge in Chile

CARACAS (Reuters)
Promi
nent Venezuelan lawmaker Freddy
Guevara has sought refuge in the
Chilean ambassador’s residence in
Caracas amid fears he could be jailed,
a development that leaves the ailing
opposition with even fewer leaders
to take on leftist President Nicolas
Maduro.
Authorities had sought to remove
Guevara’s congressional immunity so
that he could be tried for instigating
violence. The opposition and local
media said that Sebin intelligence
agents had surrounded Guevara’s
house over the weekend.
Guevara, a 31-year-old who runs
the hardtine Popular Will party and
is also the deputy leader of congress,
entered the residence on Saturday
and requested protection, the Chilean
-

government said in a statement.

Guevara could become the high
ent-prof lie Venezuelan politician to

seek exile in recent years.
A majority of opposition leaders
are now unable to challenge unpop
ular Maduro, a 54-year-old former
bus driver and foreign minister whom
they blame for the oil-rich nation’s
economic downfall.
Anti-Madurs politicians have
been barred from holding office,
like two-time presidential candidate
Henrique Capriles; arrested or placed
under house arrest, like opposition
leader Leopoldo Lopez; or threat
ened with trial, like congress leader
Julio Borges who could face treason
charges for lobbying against Venezu
ela’s government in global financial
circles.
Theappositioncoalitioncondemeed
the threats against Guevara as
another sign that Maduro has turned
the OPEC member into a dictatorship.
‘Ibis is an arbitrary and politi
cal decision that seeks to weaken a
congress that has the full support of
the people. Venezuela is hungry for
food, but also freedom, justice and
dignity,” said Surges at a news confer
ence on Sunday.
“Freddy Gaevara has taken a

GUEVARAS Freddy Gunhem wahoo dade
mttmmfethemvdkufthaffatieealMunw
Sly In Caracas, Ae. t9.
Aedrm Martinez Canams/geetem

personal decision. In my case I have to
keep doing what I have to do,” added
Borges, who did not offer details on
Guevara’s arrival at the residence.
Authorities on Sunday mocked
Guevara, a fieryformerstsdentleader,
for taking refuge at the embassy.
“Some people are very brave when

it comes to calling for and provoking
violence, destruction, and death. But
when justice is done, they flee with
embarrassing cowardice,” tweeted
Foreign Minister Jorge Arreaza.
Guevara was often on the front

lines of sometimes violent protests
earlier this year to demand early elec
tions, humanitarian aid to alleviate
hunger, freedom fur jailed dissidents,
and respect for the opposition-led
congress.
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Psst! Hafa? You’re in the Local section of the Post the news that concerns you the moat Do you have a nvws tip? Feel free to email editor@postguam.com.
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STORE rnintnued from page 1

Center.
Iglesias fears another convenience
store is planned and she contacted
The Guam Daily Post to share her
view of that prospect with a resound
ing “No! No! No!”
“We have more than enough stores

that service our area.” Among them
are a nearby Foody’s, White Market,
Ca Familia Market, as well as the NCS
store and others.
“This is hitting way too close to
home,” she said. “We want a safe
neighborhood.”

Igtesias worries because conve
pience stores sell alcohol, and “that

loiter; they trash.”
Iglesias said she has spoken to
some of her neighbors about her
concerns and “they’re definitely on
the same page as I am.”
“I’m going to be there at the public
hearing and raise my concerns,” said

opens up a lot of doors.”
She says it will cause only more
traffic and trash in the neighborhood,
more loitering and more public intoxi
cation.Those problems she feats may
in turn lead. to an increase in robber
ies and crimes of violence.
“You should see the stores around
here,” said Iglesias. “They already

Iglesias. “Hopefully, it will have an

impact.”
C)
9

SCAMS continued from page 1

a previous debt via wire transfer on
Nov. 6,2014 in the amount of $9,665.
However, the wire transaction was
never completed, documents state.
When Guam police interviewed
Teehan last week, the defendant
acknowledged he owed Mendiola
“severalthousandsofdollars,”accord
ing to the magistrate’s complaint.
The 2016 magistrate’s complaint
states that the Guam Police Depart
ment concluded that after the alleged
deceptive practices, Teehan stayed
away from Guam and remained in the
Philippines to “avoid his outstanding
debts.”
When Guam police officers learned
that Teehan had returned to Guam
recently, they took him into custody.
Teehan allegedly admitted he
needed someone’s freight forward
ing company to release a shipping
container of supplies, but could not
recall if his wire transfer payment was
complete, court documents state.
Businessman traces leehan
Teehan’s arrest wouldn’t have been
possibleifithadn’tbeenforanl8monthlong investigation conducted by one of
his formeracquaintances, Randy Sager,
president of Reaction Company. Sager
claims Teehan allegedly swindled him
out of more than $300,000. He said
dozens of other victims allegedly lost
money to the tune of nearly $2 million
combined.
“It’s been an exhausting two years.
I’ve burned through a lot of money.
It’s an immense struggle,” Sager said.
“He’s just caused so much financial
and personal hardship for myself and
all the other victims.”
Reaction Company opened in 1994
and Sager has prided himself on
running his business with integrity.
“I’ve got a good reputation,” he said,
He and Teehan met through mutual
friends and began discussing the
possibility of working together on
some solar projects on Guam and in
the region.
Sager put Teehan on his payroll and
picked up the tab to perform work on
various projects. “I tried to help him
and in the end, I got severely burned
by it,” Sager said.
Sager said he started to realize
things were amiss. Lots of money was
going out, but nothing was coming
back to Sager, he said. The alleged
partnership with Teehan never
formalized after Teehan tried to get
Sager to pick up the tab on $375,000
of Teehan’s previous debt and Sager

the only way to stop this guy. He needs
to be put in jail for a long period of
time,” he said. “It’s necessary unless
we find that he has hidden our money
in whatever account.”
His investigation and frustration
even took him to the Guam Depart
ment of Revenue and Taxation in
hopes the Internal Revenue Service
would go after Teehan for tax evasion
and failing to report his income from
multiple deals on Guam.
Sager said he has confirmed that
Teehan was paid more than $500,000
from Data Management Resources
(DMR), another $780,000 from
Ambros, $400,000 from Bedrock
Slingers, not to mention the salary he
received while working for Reaction
$1 .2M judgment
In June 2015, a Colorado court Company.
“The most important thing to us is
issued a $1.2 million judgment against
Teehan, his firm, TNT Consulting, and the action to be taken by the IRS to
Pacific Energy and Resource in favor put the final nail in the coffin for Mr.
Teehan,” he said.
of Bedrock Sling
The Guam Daily
ers LLC.
reached out
Post
The judgment
“I want him in
to Teehan for
was a result of a
jail and I want
but
comment,
contract
failed
no
reply
received
to build a solar
him to be able to pay
as of press time.
energy system in
my sister.”
Teehanislistedas
Chuuk and one
the CEO of SOLREV
Teehan
where
Patricia Neri, sister
Energy Inc. based
of alleged victim
was alleged to
out of Makati,
have secured a
Philippines.
significant sum of
The website states Teehan has
money, up front to begin the project
a “heart for the islands” because
and then failed to deliver.
The Colorado court found TNT he was born and raised in Hawaii.
Consulting in breach of a promissory Teehan, under Isla Energy, is listed as
note with Bedrock and found Teehan a member of the Guam Contractors
and TNT Consulting responsible for Association on the GCA website, but

leaving the woman to find another
way to make ends meet.
Patricia Neri’s ex-husband, Benja
min Torrelho, was also allegedly swin
dled by Teehan. “Ben did a project for
a Guam company and completed the
project. Teehan was supposed to pay
him $51,000 and never paid him,” she
alleged.
She said Teehan destroyed her
sister and ex-husband’s lives and also
allegedly made threats against her
family when they tried to hold Teehan
accountable for his actions by filing a
lawsuit against him in the Philippines.
“I want him in jail and I want him
to be able to pay my sister,” Patricia
Neri said.

UNDER FIRE: Thomas Teehon, listed as
CEO of SOLREV Energy in Makati, Philip

pines, on his company webslte.
Courtesy SolRevEnergy.com

refused, Sager said.
It was only after Teehan allegedly
had wiped out his company’s bank
account in the Philippines that Sager
said he learned of Teehan’s past busi
ness troubles.
“It took me 18 months of research
and probably 50 to 60 phone calls
to (various) individuals that were
in contact with Teehan, who were
known to Teehan, in order to compile
the information and evidence that we
have today,” he stated.

‘Life savings’ gone
Cecile Neri spent nearly 30 years
of her life working as a banker in the
Philippines. In late 2015, while near
ing retirement, Neri was offered an
“opportunity of a lifetime,” a sub-dis
tributorship for a product called
SolarCool that promised to reduce
power consumption with an air-con
ditioning system.
Teehan had advertised that his busi
ness had exclusive regional distribu
torship with SolarCool International
Inc., covering the Western Pacific, for
solar-powered air-conditioning units,
The sub-distributorship was going
to be life changing for Neri and make
sure her retirement was comfortable,
all for the cost of $6,000, or 300,000
pesos.
“It was her life savings,” Patricia
Neri, Cecile’s sister, told The Guam
Daily Post ye5terday. “She had been
saving that for years. (Teehan) prom
ised her the world.”
Instead Teehan allegedly received
Cecile Neri’s money and never
obtained the master distributorship,

C’

-

theft, fraudulent
misrepresentation and fraudulent
concealment, court documents state.
In addition to the Colorado judg
ment, Teehan also is named in multi
ple civil actions filed locally in the
Superior Court of Guam, accusing him
conversion/civil

of failing to pay for rental cars, luxury
apartments, and fraud.

Evading taxes allegation
Sager said he just wants justice.
“He needs to be imprisoned. That’s

the company’s profile shows no proj
ects listed under “Scope of Work.”

“He’s got to be put in jail to guar
antee the public, no matter where
he’s at, that they’re safe from being
scammed,” Sager said.
The business owner said he hopes
the judicial system would put an end
to the alleged scam.
“I will wait for the feds to force
Teehan to repay every dime he has
stolen,” Sager said.
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Board Meeting will beholden Wednesday, November1, 2017 at 2:00pm, Department of Land
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I. CALL TO ORDER
Meeting was called to order at 2:09 pm by Chairman Anthony Ada
Chairman Anthony Ada: In Compliance with public law 24-109, Guam Ancestral
Lands Commission published the public meeting announcement on Wednesday,
October 4, 2017 and Monday, October 9, 2017 in the Guam Daily Post.
II. ROLL CALL
Present were Chairman Anthony Ada, Commissioner Ronald T. Laguana,
Absent, Commissioner Ronald Eclavea,
Secretarylrreasurer Maria Cruz
Commissioner Anita F. Orlino, Commissioner Antonio Sablan, Commissioner
Louisa M. Wessling, Director Michael Borja, Deputy Director David Camacho,
Attorney, Nicolas loft, Land Administrator, Margarita Borja, Land Agent, ]oey
Leon Guerrero, Land Agent, Stephanie Duenas, Representative Tom Ada’s
Office, Rick Salas.
-

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 2950
Hagatna, GU 96932

Website:
I91tD://:Y cuarn.qDv

E-mail Address:

Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. I need to get the approval of the minutes.
Everyone had the chance to review this.

dlmdir@land.guam.gov

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES September 20, 2017.
-

Telephone:
(671) 473-5263/7 or
(671) 649-LAND (5263)

ext. 435

Facsimile:

Chairman Anthony Ada: This is the minutes for September 20, 2017.
.

Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Mr. Chair I move to approve the minutes.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: I’ll second that.

671 -649-5383

Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Moved and second the minutes.
Chairman Tony Ada: All those in favor
All Commissioners: Aye.

Chairman Tony Ada: Okay. The minutes are approved.
IV. OLD BUSINESS
A. GEDA NORTHERN MARKET
(Inaudible)
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Okay Mr. Chair on our next meeting we’ll bring in Fanohge
Chamorro and Inifresi.
Chairman Tony Arriola: Yes.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: After later of the agenda. Does that still to need to be
ratified into a motion? You could just put it there in the agenda.
Chairman Tony Arriola: Okay. Are we ready?
Mr. Larry Toves: Sir. Hafa Adai Commissioners, Mr. Chairman, thank you for allowing us to
come here before the commission today. This is pursuant to our morning property manager
services. For the record my name is Larry Toves I’m the manager of the Real Property Division,
and with me is Mike Cruz ho is also from our Real Property Division and Tony Arriola to my far
right again, with our Property Real Property Division. We’ve also, asked Carlos Camacho from
Northern Market Place will be present as this presentation at his request. So basically, what
we handed out to the commission members. Basically, a paper with a description of how this
came about. So basically, last month Mr. Carlos Camacho sent our Administrator a letter
requesting for consideration from the commission to actually deferred their rents for a certain
amount for up to a year. And I’ll have Mr. Camacho explain to the commissioners as to why
we’re requesting for this. So, what you have before you again is a paper of which brings it down
a little bit of chronology to have this at least come into effect. And then with the breakdown the
request itself from Northern Market Place and then you’ll have our recommendation in the later
part of this paper. So, I’ll go ahead and turn over to Mr. Carlos Camacho to present his request
to the commissioners.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: Good afternoon commissioners my name is Carlos Camacho I’m a
member of the Northern Market, LLC. This is probably my third time coming here previous
times you guys asked for updates. I know there was some new members and is it okay that I
gave a little chronology from the get go or, just start from where we are at. Just little history
here for everybody. So, when we first got this lease. We were obtaining two financial sources
to develop our project which we had preconditional approvals prior. One from Bank of Guam
and one from our federal government agencies which is HUD. But, that triggered because I
used federal money that triggered. Section 106 which is because that property had concrete
pads in it. it triggered a section 106 SHPO review which is for historical preservation. And that
took a very long time very long time, if you guys remember. We finally consulted there’s nobody
in Guam that could do it. so, we hire a Hawaii authority that can was approve by SHPO we
GALC Meeting Minutes
October II, 2017
Page 2 of 40

went through the whole exercise of three to four months documented every concrete pad and
we researched MARC we went to Navy to identify that was not a historical building but, it used
to be a furniture store and a toy store. It was not a historical office again, that I always’ s joked
in the past that it was a treaty of the Spanish Guam design. We were able to document it
correctly and finally get an approval to of that approval to demolish those pads. But, that took
almost a year in a half through that process. During that process our loans commitment had to
always be reapproved, reapproved, reapproved because of stale dated Performa and all that.
but, as the years went after a year in a half, we got impacted by two things as you saw in my
letter. HUD wanted to find out what happens if your cost of goods of your construction if this
H2 this is before everybody moved out of Guam we had about 2000 workers at that time. What
happens if at what point when we finally get zero at H2 workers in the private side? What will
the cost impact be on our Performa because everything based is on our cost of our
construction? We did not know that until we asked the contractor which is in the exhibit typed
to this our project manager to ask our contractors who already bided on our project at that time
for our civil work and our vertical building. and the impact was astronomical thirty to forty
percent increase depending on which angle you look at it. if you go with the normal 18-months
schedule. It’s a thirty to forty percent increase from our 21-million-dollar budget to 6 to 8-milliondollar budget. So, that’s not the route was going to take. It will never cashf low. So, we decided
to take a longer term from 18 months to 6 to 8 more months to build it and the impact was like
6 to 8 hundred thousand. So, still it was an increase of almost a million dollars half a million to
a million dollar. So, we had to run our numbers and there it affected our dead ratio on what we
committed to some our tenant’s, now we had to go back and say now our lease are bumped a
little because of cost of goods goes up and we got caught on between that cog mire on the
situation. Our big anchor tenants then decided to hold off. I’m still not allowed to say who that
was but, we designed the base buildings based on their prior commitments big locations so,
when all that stuff was halted HID 108 decided to say the impact is great enough to affect our
dead rate or HUD’s ratio because it’s a little more stringent than the bank ratio’s. we got our
letter of denial that since you’re not able to solve that equation at this point. At this point we
can’t hold your application further. We have to stop your application until such time when there
are cost of construction has to either come down or stabilized. In the letter you noticed that
congressman Bordallo requested only for the military projects for 4 thousand H2 worker to be
allowed only for the inside the base. I don’t know if that’s going to affect us outside and the cost
of construction. But, talking to the contractor’s the reason why their prices went up is when they
didn’t have a solution a lot of the base contract’s which is ongoing where taking all the local
resources and paying them 30 percent more for labor for hourly rate verses what the markets
paying the outside rate. That’s why you seen again I’m only saying what’s on the media report
your seeing what cost of goods going up for housing and everything else, and commercial
loans, it’s all about cash flow. You know we cash flow base on 20 million dollars expense. But,
when it goes up to a million or whatever we have to readjust our rent rate to find out, to cover
our dead ratio. There’s a lot of things are happening so, and then our big boxes decided to hold
off because of the cost went up. We decided to say why don’t we step back. And we spent a
lot of design for big boxes but, we have a lot of event for our local commercial use that wants
to be on that location. You know just local companies just re allocating to a strategic location.
So, but, the building design is not meant to absorb local because it was designed for big box
as you guys saw on my. We had to remodify that right now. so, that’s additional expense from
us. So, were got to do a design, redesigning that’s going to take 3 to 4 months. So, were here
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were not asking to make you guys lose any money. we pay what’s on the ground rules. We’ll
pay the 1 percent interest rate that’s on any un receive portion of it were still going to be
obligated to it. were just asking for a reduction to give us a little breathing room so we can take
some our but, our finances are not in place yet. Take some our, our own some internal finances
and we restructure our due diligence, our soft cost and then go back to the bank and say here’s
our new plan, it’s smaller retailers at this rate. We still got one bank but, we’ll see if HID will
entertain us, if not, we already got one bank that’s only going to fund us all the way through.
But, we have to start all over because we have to reappraisal because it’s a new footprint, we
have to do their appraisal for the building. A lot of thing that changes the dynamic so, I’m
hopefully asking your support to give us a 12-month retrieve.12 months goes by fast look how
long where at today. And I appreciate of you did give me a retrieve from the past. We made a
commitment of January of 2017 to start paying and we did. We started paying since then but,
this H2 and our redesign is not killing the bill because we still have to pay it. we just need a
little bit more breathing room so that you guys can give us that opportunity that’s all were asking
for. And as GEDA said whatever is abated for that one-year time. We’ll pay I guess it’s I percent
a month or that’s like 12 percent a year on the unapportion on our amateur schedule that’s a
commitment we’ll sign. Where’re not again asking to get it zero. We’ll pay for whatever owes
and due to your agencies, your authority correct? So, if there’s any more if you wanted this for
clarifications?
Mr. Larry Toves: So, if the commission would like Mr. Mike Cruz can walk you through the
actual paper that we presented with the terms and conditions and all recommendations.
Mr. Mike Cruz: Basically, under facts that just provides what the current lease agreement
indicates. Over 12 acres the lease started in January of 2014. Rents were abated based on
prior Ancestral Lands Commission decisions so, the tenant started paying twenty-five thousand
three twenty-two in January of this year. The next bullet there is starting regarding the
escalations and it’s supposed to escalade in 2021 at ten percent and then there’s a section on
the lease that says one percent on the unpaid balance is the interest rate on unpaid balances.
The next section there just basically talks about what Northern Market Places request is. Our
recommendation is that were in supportive with his request because for a number of reasons.
And those reasons are identified in the second page of the report that we provided. There has
been a change in the construction situation here on Guam. He doesn’t not have the large box
tenant anymore. His Northern Market Place is the only lease that’s exempt from the
requirements of Public Law 32-40 which was the five-year law. If we were to go out with another
REP Inaudible) because we lose this particular tenant then, we have to with the full all the way
to the legislature for approval. As you know we already issued an REP for Polaris Point. That’s
13 acres and we only got one taker. Although were not completed with that evaluations yet, it
kind of shows that the economy right now they aren’t that many takers for large lots. And as
Carlos has indicated he’s not asking for an abatement of rent. he’s just asking for referral. At
the end, we do not believe that the commission will lose money it will take longer to get it but,
the commission won’t lose any money so, our recommendation is to for the commission to
approve the request but, we do have some conditions and these conditions are primarily to
clarify the dates on which these recommendations will take place take effect. So, Northern
Market is asking for a 12-month deferral. We are suggesting that it will begin on October of this
year and September of next year. That the interest provided for under the lease for the unpaid
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balance be paid to Northern Market 1 percent per month. In the letter, Northern Markets letter
refers to paying off the deferred amount when they receive a construction loan. We were saying
this recommendation is if they receive the construction loan and pay off the deferred amount
in one lumpsum were fine with that. if there not able to do that then, we pay it off they pay it off
in monthly equal. Equal monthly installments from beginning October. October 2018 until
September 2019 so, 1 year. And our last recommendation is that as indicated earlier the rents
escalade every 5 years. We’re not recommending changing that date based on this deferral
So, the rents are supposed to increase 10 percent in 2021. Our recommendation is that even
if the commission approves this request the escalation date remains the same in 2021. But,
were not changing that because if you approve the request for deferment. Mr. Chairman if
there’s any questions we’ll be glad to answer them.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Commissioner Eclavea.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: With your recommendations Northern Market is fine with the
recommendations.
Mr. Mike Cruz: The only change I think from the recommendations that we have here is that
they’re not going to pay it off in one lumpsum. they’ll stretch that off over the years like we
suggested on the next point.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Okay one more thing I think the additional revenue, actually
right? additional.
Mr. Mike Cruz: It will be the 1 percent.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: So, what’s the total on that 1 percent?
Mr. Mike Cruz: Thirteen thousand.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Thirteen thousand.
Mr. Mike Cruz: On top of the one hundred and eighty-three thousand that they would be paying
because of the defragment.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay I have a question. Really, you’re not looking for 12-month
determent? You’re looking for it’s going to be longer than 12 months. 24 months. The deferment
your looking at or asking for is not to make any pay ten thousand all the way till September of
next year. Pay only ten thousand and the sixteen thousand can change will accumulate up to
a hundred ninety-six. (Inaudible) right? and then, from there instead of paying one balloon
payment you’re going to start paying back the one ninety-six from October 2018 thru
September2019 and divide it into equal parts that comes to sixteen three fifty-five starting there
and then you add the.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: And then the base rent that we pay.
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Chairman Anthony Ada: And then you add again twenty-five three forty-two.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: It should be forty-one thousand. Something like that. From forty-one
six seventy-seven ninety-six cents.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Do you have that kind of cash flow if you’re paying forty-one
thousand a month starting with.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: Yes, we feel comfortable with this. Yes.
Vice Chairman Ronald Eclavea: By October 2018?
Mr. Carlos Camacho: Yes.
Chairman Anthony Ada: You feel comfortable because of.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: Well there’s two variables one is if we solve age our two problems our
cost will hopefully be stabilize. And what we heard in the news was the senate and the congress
already when they meet together to resolve it. The calling conferences. So, that’s what’s going
to happen to the military project even though it’s not in the base that will reprieve some of the
workers that private contractors are saying okay if you stay with them their only good for 2
years. You come back to me. I’ve been here for 20 years for you guys. Hopefully they get them
back and we stabilize our cost construction. What I didn’t say here in our construction budget
we have called construction reserve. So, in our construction reserve we have always have
reserve more than this hundred ninety-six thousand but, the reason I didn’t use that to pay that
off. Is we don’t know what the construction will be when we finally sign. If that cost of
construction comes in at our par then, we got the reserve. Because it’s called a fixed firm price.
It’s not detailed here but, that’s our financial strategy. In every construction you got reserves.
And a reserve is about 7, 8 percent of 21 million you got 1.6 million in reserve in out loans but,
that is a construction reserve for any cost of our run. In this case we do have one that’s allowed
it’s called our deferred rent. It’s part of our cash flow. It’s hundred eighty thousand of 1 .6 million
so, even if that construction reserve is absorbed at 1.2 million and we got 4 hundred thousand
that’s our reserve that we are going to set at the bank that will pay for this additional cash flow.
We do have a construction reserve and by that time if it’s not the big box, we know that we
have a lot of local tendency depending of cost construction and what our per rent per square
foot. We think we should resolve that issue. Like I said our potential hid impact is nine hundred
thousand were running the Performa base of nine hundred on the cost of goods up Because
we still have the contractors committed, still bonded. They still want the award. Were just now
running our Perorma base on additional nine hundred thousand not knowing if there’s extra
workers or not. If the workers come and the bids come in below our nine hundred. At least we
funded the extra nine hundred additional cushions. So, we got that nine hundred that we funded
if our rents are going to be bumped up from dollar fifty to dollar sixty for example. To cover that
dead cash flow and if the tenants are willing to pay that. so, there are our financial strategy to
do that so, it’s our reserve it’s our nine hundred thousand bumps. And if there’s really four
thousand that’s coming. I don’t control our bitters but, I’m hoping that they reconsider now
because there not the only work force but, there’s now four thousand more for the military that
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can offset our site. So, that’s our source of funds. And then don’t forget when the people there
our tenant’s pay their Ernest deposit. They pay one month’s rent so, we have that source of
funds that we can take also to cover some of our cash flow situation so, three pools of funds
it’s not discussed here but, that’s how we look at it on our Performa. Again, just to reinnervate
is our construction contingency reserve right that we always put for any cost of a run. That
hundred eighty thousand is not that big impact to our 1 .5-million-dollar reserve. Our 9 hundredthousand-dollar additional cushion on cost of labor and then were adjusting the rent. If that
stays we got that covered because that’s what the contractors are biding us on a longer term
construction and we have the security reserve that the deposits that we got to check legally if
we could spend that on operation or, do we have to put that in a trust but, or, if we are still able
to use tit then it will still help in financial if that tenant moves out and leaves everything we got
to return their security deposit but, we got good cash flow from the rent to cover those sources
will tap. But, that security we’re checking on if legally we can use that. I’m not sure yet but,
those are sources of funds to answer your question.

Chairman Tony Ada: Yes but, in order for your cash flow from tenants to start you need to
have your building go up already you think you can do that within the years from now?
Mr. Carlos Camacho: When you get your building up our only source at that point is our
construction contingency and the 9-hundred-thousand-dollar labor addition for their bids. That’s
my two sources that were performing right now but, we’ll take into consideration if it’s 9 were
just say you know when you negotiate a fixed priced firm you can say can you do it for seven
even though it’s for nine I need to reserve two hundred some contingency because we have
expense for. Just like our rent and construction interest we already budget our interest payment
because no cash flow coming in right we already got our interest payment to pay for our ground
lease and cost of construction by increments that’s part of our bank Performa but, we did not
include this hundred eighty thousand. We’re going to take it from the contingency and hopefully
we can manage that and if our contingency could be saved and that’s where we can allocate
it,
Chairman Tony Ada: In this letter that your basing your request on. It’s a letter form THG
Tutuhan Hill Group and signed as the construction manager.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: That’s our construction they’re the ones who provided the bids for the
three contractors submitted.
Chairman Tony Ada: So, there just are the ones will select who the contractors are going to
be in this project.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: As a matter of fact we selected already because we’re moving forward
subject to this change of H2 workers. There was three vertical bidders and two civil bidders out
of the three we selected one already that met our budget and the two civil bidders and their all
bonded, their all bonded based on our banks and their enlarged companies but, they’re the
same guys who lost five, six hundred workers on H2 but, that’s, that’s different that’s their part.
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Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah so, it’s not within what I’m reading here it will be eighteen months
after they get the go signal to start the work right? it’s going to be eighteen months duration.
Their calling it original duration of the eighteen months but, I’m thinking
Mr. Carlos Camacho: No, no eighteen months is a construction period. Let’s say in three
months we finally get our financing in place and we increase our rent from our Pertorma
because we’re going to go ahead were not going to wait for the four thousand were just going
to go with the nine hundred thousand dollars. You saw that increase instead of eighteen their
gong to ask for six more months because they don’t have enough workers. They just going to
just split the workers from eighteen to construction period now. remember this construction
period. This does not mean I’m paying, I’m still paying rent during construction I’m not deferring
rent. It’s only the twelve months during this change period.

Chairman Tony Ada: Let’s say when you say I Northern Market, LLC and this letter address
to. You also, include Mr. Calvo and Mr. Lather.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: Yes.
Chairman Tony Ada: Is that Northern Market, LLC?
Mr. Carlos Camacho: Yes correct.
Chairman Tony Ada: You three.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: That’s right.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: The C is Mr. Camacho.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: Yes.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yes LLC Lather, Camacho and
Chairman Tony Ada: No I thought that’s limited, liability corporation. But, it also matches up.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Lather, Leonard and Carlos.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I’d like to make the motion Mr. Chair to approve the
deferment. It’s still in discussion. So, you can still have your discussion I’m just making
the motion so, you can still discuss it. so, I’m making the motion to approve your
deferment based upon GEDA’S recommendation.
Chairman Tony Ada: Do I hear a second on the motion?
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: I’ll second that motion.
Chairman Tony Ada: Alright let’s continue with our discussion.
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Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Mr. Camacho you mentioned earlier that HUD has decline
your application for enrollment at this point of time and that the former anchor tenant has pulled
out to your support. Do you have something in writing to that effect just to support.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: This letter case I ask that from HUD and GHURA I got it.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: And actually there’s one part that I did not include is the reason why it
was delayed it was a government just like the 106 the HUD requires a attorney general to find
out the impact if there’s any disputed lot that part ot my lease that is dotted property. And you
guys probably aware of that. it’s a disputed lot so, the FEDS were asking how will that will
impact the federal loan to us and that’s one thing that the attorney general did not answer. I
didn’t put that on the letter but, it’s here in the HUD letter or GHURA letter I can provide this
but, that’s another issue since I’m not using HUD money that’s irrelevant to my situation. If I
use HUD money then that’s another issue I need help here because just like the 106 you guys
Dave and Land management after a year and a half was the one that shook that tree at Parks
and Recs to get moving but, if we go back to the federal funds then, I do need you guys support
to get the AG to resolve that disputed lots that Ancestral Land and whoever that tenant is.
Because it’s [art of my dotted line, right? but, my banks the local banks are okay with it but, the
FEDS are not okay.

Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Right. that’s what that letter is?
Mr. Carlos Camacho: Yes. And the other reason why it’s. later we’ll make the copy.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay.
227
because I asked them for a
Mr. Carlos Camacho: But, they just came in on September
detailed reason what was the reason they pulled out of they went away.

Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay and anything from your anchor tenant just stating I
know that right now their identity is confidential but, okay.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: We have no letter from them other than.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: (Inaudible) your discussions.

Mr. Carlos Camacho: Yes.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: And lastly just for clarification online as far as the
repayment of the deferred lease payment. Realistically is the commission looking at the
proposed 2018 to 2019 repayment of that referred rental amount verses a Iumpsum.

Mr. Carlos Camacho:
construction

Yes. Because that way it does not affect my cashflow during
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Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay just wanted to clarify that.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: But, if things happen nicely I don’t know it all depends on all the
contractor’s finalizing their numbers and maybe I can come back and give. I rather look at a
realistic situation and then make a commitment and then I come back and then oops I’m sorry
cost of construction didn’t give me the contingency. I rather look at a realistic situation.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay.
Chairman Tony Ada: Commissioner Sablan.

Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I’m just kind of curios here Mr. Camacho what is the
unforeseen things that are going to happen in the future that Northern Market will be coming in
requesting for some sort of relief from the Ancestral Land. Do you have any idea what will that
be?
Mr. Carlos Camacho: No if you noticed we went through the whole exercise almost a year and a half
status quote not knowing what the H2 situation is. Not knowing the AG’S opinion that was something
when I used federal money. and the sectionlO6. I’m not sure Mr. Sablan I’m not sure if you were here
when we had the 101 issues. It’s amazing, it’s crazy it’s concrete pads that was in the property. I did
not know that was going to take us a year and a half another government entity to give us approval
names.

Chairman Tony Ada: Could you clarify what 106 comes from and what is it? what is 107?
Mr. Carlos Camacho: 706 is a SHEPO requirement for archeological, historical structures let
it be. concrete pads. Anything standing in the properties that’s more than fifty years old.
Chairman Tony Ada: And SHEPO is the state for president office.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: The state for president office. Yes.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: What was it again there at the time? Was is a storage,
right? a store?
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: That’s right.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: In our findings it was a toy land and a furniture store. But, we had to
research MARC, we had to go to Navy library.to document it. but, they can’t come from me
they have to come from a certified 106 consultant that cost me sixty grand just to for me to get
a letter. Because I could write that letter it would have to go through a third party like an
appraiser. You would need a third-party appraisal to say this is what it’s worth so, the 706 was
the first issue. We didn’t know that was going to impact us.
Chairman Tony Ada: Oaky now getting back to Commissioner Sablan’s question what are the
things that foreseen that might not make this land happen. is that correct?
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Mr. Carlos Camacho: If no tenant wants to pay my additional rent because of the cost of goods
going up.
That’s my only thing but, now that we got our price going up to about 9 hundred thousand were
running the Performa and then were going back to our people that are interested in the three
pads and its small rental and base on ourselves I think we’re still within means were still within
market it’s just that we just have to now sell that we are paying a little bit more but, guess what
the military just signed off a hundred-million-dollar project down the road. We’re using that as
our marketing tool that the militaries are real project now there’s a hundred fifty millions of
projects signed down the road so, that doesn’t mean I’m raising my rent is because the cost of
construction went up and the rents goes up but, you have access to these transit military
personnel now. 5 years to 8 years from now. that’s our marketing sell but, I can’t foresee them
saying no I don’t want to pay your dollar sixty when I used to offer dollar sixty for example if 10
cents is the number. I don’t know what the number is on the 9 hundred-thousand-dollar impact.
But, that’s the only thing I can see that if tenant’s come here and says that too expensive. We
don’t think so that’s why we still want to be committed. That’s why were still paying our deferred
rent.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay so, you want the deferment, you don’t have money from HUD. So,
you (Inaudible) that out. That means you can start construction right now?
Mr. Carlos Camacho: No what’s going to happen is we are going to redesign it because our
original footprint is with the big box and now we are going to redesign it to absorb local
commercial interest tenants. Smaller, you know smaller 10 thousand square feet.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay. Sorry Commissioner Sablan you still have.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan:
involved in the Northern Market?

Is there a change in ownership on the people that are

Mr. Carlos Camacho: It’s the same one that we disclosed to you guys in your last meeting
and you guys based on your ground lease any.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I noticed there’s a change in name but, who are the
principals in this.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: The same EC Development is my partners which we disclosed to you guys as
per your ground lease because we had to get approval when we get to do that. in the ground lease on
of the section says if there’s a change in your ownership structure please notify the commission and
provide the proper documents which we did and we got but, no change after that.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: But, the principals of the first corporation are still the same?
Mr. Carlos Camacho: Whatever you guys approved the last as we disclosed, nothing changed
after that we’re still the same.
Chairman Tony Ada: You just added another.
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Mr. Carlos Camacho: No whatever we changed as for the lease what month was that when
we did that? that was on maybe, 4, 5 months ago. Because HID wanted us to make sure we
comply with the lease agreement, the federal government. They said okay Mr. Camacho theirs
a change of ownership. Have you gone through the commission to provide them a notice when
you give them a ground lease? And we said that’s in process and there in the Agenda and
were just following what’s sited in that section 6 point I forget the section but, in the lease the
section.
Mr. Larry Toves: We can certainly provide that information to you guys.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: That was already approved by the board. You guys.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I understand that
Mr. Carlos Camacho: But, no change after that, it’s the same players from that point
Chairman Tony Ada: No players left?
Mr. Carlos Camacho: No.
Chairman Tony Ada: A player joined
Mr. Carlos Camacho: No.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: The first group to the second name are the same players?
Mr. Carlos Camacho: The first group was myself and the same payers we amended it based
on sections 6.02 to show that we had new partners into the deal which is what you guys got
from I forget what meeting that was and from there on forward from today is the same thing
what we notified you on, no changes.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Again you’re not answering who are the new partners.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: We provided that. that’s EC Development. That’s what I said.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Yeah but, who’s EC Development?
Mr. Carlos Camacho: Leonard, Calvo, Jay Lather. EC Development. It’s there. The corporate
documents are there as we provided to you guys.
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: You know I’m not involved in the original approval in this loan
but, the way I look at it on this historical facture is that there’s been a way long of a tine that no
rent was collected and so just many down time and I’m thinking you guys just kind of bid too
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months and you can’t chew in other words in reference of trying to go in there and secure this
for yourself and then all the negative and the impacts and stuff like that the Ancestral Lands
Commissions is the one that not getting compensated for it.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: No. let me I know you weren’t there originally. But, if you look at our
original document that we gave to you guys to give us the vehicle to see how were going to
shift and what program. The document says that if there’s any delays from the Government of
Guam. Right? it says Government of Guam because those are not we don’t have access to
that. were we’re working with one agency ALC GEDA and any delays from any Government of
Guam that the Government this agency will support us and help us move that forward. One
Government agency took a year and a half. That’s out of our control. SHEPO that’s there’s a
document that says before that says any delays you can request extension based on
Government delays that was a document we signed. Again, like you said how do you forecast
situation, we never forecasted Government delays if permits would take three, four months but,
that’s; not a government agency that’s a normal curve but, when you talk about SHEPO with
106 that was a long delay and unfortunately yes your agency and your counterparts with Land
Management ad GEDA did go up and we had one more meeting because it was stuck and I
don’t know if you know there’s projects there still stuck five years. Unfortunately, we got out on
a year in a half. We have documents that gave us that opportunity to request because we did
not have access because of these government delays and then we said we made a
commitment if we get that approved we start paying rent. We gave our commitment and we
start paying rent since January the full rent. Then another issue came up and this is why we’re
here today. I’m only showing what’s factual. I hope you don’t mind I’m not trying to use the
situation to our advantage. I hope you guys know that truly the H2 workers are almost zero
here in the private side.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: And that’s my worry about what’s the future of the delay of
this whole process is because the land owners that gets to absorb this whole cost that’s
involved in this.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: No because we’re not asking to waive it to zero. Were still going to pay
for it with the profit interest.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: You also offered to us that if we waive it and there’s a future
agreement and how were going to get paid. And your also, talking about I percent interest rate
when we could go from the group of people behind you for a better interest than what you guys
are offering us.
Mr. Carlos Camacho: That one percent is part of a lease agreement it’s a document that
everybody agreed. I didn’t create the one percent formula could have been zero, could have
been one. one percent times 12 is 12 percent. That’s a pretty decent (Inaudible) today’s history
in the bank is three four percent but, I’m not arguing with the point that’s what we signed so,
we’re going to commit to the one point as per the agreement. We’re not asking to waive the
one percent based on market rate today. We’re paying what is we’re obligated on this stuff.
Again, for clarity we’re not asking for zero. we’re still going to be obligated to it. And if nothing
happens now that you know who my partners are you can go after our assets, I guess. We can
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responsible for those liabilities. I’m mean I know that’s where we’re at I apologize. We have a
document that showed our we’re only using what’s approved by.

Mr. Michael Cruz: The one percent is what the lease requires as in our paper it’s shows it at
section 13.10 and the one percent is what we specified in the lease agreement.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay Commissioner Laguana.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Thank you Mr. Chair I would just like to state the fact that
based on our people that we hire are here from GEDA I’m in support of their recommendation
and the fact that they are having good tenant’s they’ve been paying and we’re not going to lose
anything out of it we’re just going delay it. I think we should encourage all the board members
to support it.
Chairman Tony Ada: Is there a reason why you put this map in here?
Mr. Larry Taitano: It was just for clarity just in case of any commissioners have any questions
of the locations.
Chairman Tony Ada: Any more questions? Okay.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: We’ll call for the vote?
Chairman Tony Ada: Alright so, if no more questions I guess we’ll make a vote on the motion.
Can you restate the motion?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: My motion is to grant the request of Northern Market LLC
for our rent deferment based upon the recommendations also, from GEDA on the outline
suggestions on the recommendations that’s my motion.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay and Mike this will be formalized in writing, right?
Mr. Michael Cruz; Yes.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay shall we take a vote? Here on table.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Approved
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Approved
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Approved
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Approved
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay I approve. So, they approve your request.
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Mr. Carlos Camacho: Thank you very much.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay.
B. GWA LETTER DATED SEPTEMBER 27, 2017
Chairman Tony Ada: In response to our Land Lease offer that letter is at the back side of your
folder. Okay you don’t agree to leasing the property. I’ll give you a minute to read the letter.

Director Michael Borja: Mr. Chairman while your reading that letter I’m passing on another
letter. This came out from Senator Talena Nelson she’s going to be holding information on
briefing Guam Waterworks and Guam Power Authority next Thursday and the subject on the
GPA is the status on purchasing Ancestral Lands Commission.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay so, on the letter the third paragraph the end on the first sentence
said summarizes the whole thing. They decline the offer. Okay
Director Michael Borja: They decline the offer for leasing.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Right.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay this letter from the office of Senator Talena Nelson. That tells with
this land lease offer being declined information here in status of purchasing from Ancestral
Lands Commissions
Director Michael Borja: So, if any of the members of the commission are going to be present
to discuss this of this information here. Either that we’ll just provide them with copies with what
the motion was and the copies ot this letter
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Is she requesting our presence sir because it looks basically
the briefing from Guam Power Authority?
Director Michael Borja: Well, last time I heard someone them say why isn’t Ancestral Lands
Commission there and you guys (Inaudible) here their going to talk about Ancestral Lands
Commission. So, if anyone one wants to be present.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: On the last paragraph in this it says individuals who wish to
submit additional testimony may address in it.

Chairman Tony Ada: Okay. So, that will be October 19, 2017 that’s next week on Thursday.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Mr. Chair I suggest that we send members of the board to
present us. Whoever can make it be there.
Chairman Tony Ada: I agree.
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Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: So, it would be good that we all go there. I have to check
my calendar.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay.
Director Michael Borja: I will not be in attendance I have to attend the Chamorro Land Trust
Commissions meeting.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay can the rest of the board check their calendars and let me know
who’s going to make it okay. It’s going to be at.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: October 19, right? Thursday.
Chairman Tony Ada: It’s at 2 in the afternoon. Okay we move on to new.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: I’m sorry Chairman I know regarding with this hearing. I

know we hauled on the members and we could vote on the commissions position as far as
selling and leasing. so, we’re not voting for selling. So, when we go there are we to present
what we personally felt or what the commission.
Chairman Tony Ada: They want a status whenever something comes out of this group it
comes out of a group.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: I see.
Chairman Tony Ada: So, if you wanted to go there as a individual person you need to be
cleared about that. but, you also, need to state that the board voted not to lease. I’ mean not
to sell.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay.
Director Michael Borja: And that offer of opportunity for them to discuss leasing they reject.

Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Well, are we addressing this letter now you said to go back
this letter that they gave or, just presenting the letter they.

Chairman Tony Ada: The letter has already been the letter has just cleared. Three words on
the third paragraph at the end of the first sentence. That’s what the letter is. They don’t want to
lease.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Well, based upon our last discussion, right? we said we
voted no to sell. And then we ended up okay were saying. Do we discuss that they wanted to
find out the opportunity for leasing so, you addressed the letter to them so, here’s what they
gave back to us. Are we willing to reconsider selling the property?
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Chairman Tony Ada: If it’s been moved and second it and approved not to sell.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: That was the first one but, there’s still a reconsideration of
that. I’m saying we can still reconsider. I’m not saying to reconsider it right now. I’m not saying
that yet but, that reconsideration could still come up. You know you can reconsider any
decision. So, I’m saying we should really look at it again I’m not saying that I’m going to make
a decision now. we should think about it some more you know the benefits and the negatives
of selling the properties because we discussed it before that you now we can’t do it because
of bonding issues. We didn’t have any issues selling to GWA there’s no difference their both
utility agency so, we approve selling to GWA.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay I guess you have to justify the request for reconsideration whether
it’s a valid one then we can talk about it.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Yeah so, I’m not doing that right now so, you know I could
do it right now but, I’m just saying that you know we sold.
Chairman Tony Ada: Your hinting of reconsideration can maybe not in this meeting write down
the different points that you want to express.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Well, I think the letter is already here. I’m not saying to
discuss it. it’s on our agenda and the letter’s here so, the aftermath of that letter is what we’re
discussing. I’m just bringing it up not to reconsider. I’m just saying the aftermath.
Chairman Tony Ada: The letter doesn’t’ justify us reconsidering it. it doesn’t there’s nothing in
the letter that made us wow we didn’t think about that.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I didn’t’ say that. I’m just saying the letter prompts us to have
a response on it. it matches for us to discuss. what it’s all about. We actually sold to a different
utility and there’s what’s to just I’m just saying I’m not going to make a motion to ourselves.
And we could discuss what ever
Chairman Tony Ada:

Hold that thought, Commissioner Laguana.

Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: The big difference there. There’s fourteen acres there’s
sixty acres. That’s a lot. Seventy was waterworks.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: There’s no difference.
Too many talking (Inaudible)
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: That’s a lot out of our inventory.

Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: It doesn’t matter if it’s half acre or even a quarter acre your
selling a piece of.
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Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Already Ron. Seventy versus sixty.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Is that our reason why because it’s sixty acres.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: It’s a huge a lot amount to my.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: That’s why you guys voted no because it’s a huge amount
of land, is that the reason why it’s no? That’s what we’re discussing?
Chairman Tony Ada: We’re not going to open in discussion in this okay like I asked you put
down in writing if the reasons you think the consideration could be made and just for clarity the
vote wasn’t because the size of the land. The vote was because shrinking the inventory that
we need to generate funds for the trust.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: With all due respect Mr. Chair what you both said is
contradicting.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Well, that’s my point.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Yeah that’s what I’m saying you’re giving your opinion as to
why.
Chairman Tony Ada: No it’s in the recoding and it’s in the minutes.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: No but, I’m saying that’s not what commissioner just said.
Chairman Tony Ada: So, then you let him know that it wasn’t in the discussion.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: No I’m just saying that’s what you’re saying it’s depleting
the inventory but, I’m just saying for the sake of the discussion that fourteen acres is depleting
our inventory whether it be half acre.
Chairman Tony Ada: It’s not fourteen it’s seventeen?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Okay. It’s seventeen or it’s ten you’re still depleting our
inventory.
Chairman Tony Ada: That’s a different issue I don’t want you to bundle it write down the
reasons why to justify that we should reconsider.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: My last word on it on this for now. so, on my last right now
before My last word for it right now before I make my last recommendation.
Chairman Tony Ada: Your last spoken word.

Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: This board is not doing injustice to the trust by not
considering selling this property.
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Chairman Tony Ada: Okay put that down on your right up and then with that topic sentence.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I’m just putting on record that this board is making injustice
to the trust by not considering selling this property.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay make that your topic sentence and then clarify with your points
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Definitely I will.
Chairman Tony Ada: Write it down on your writing.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I definitely will Mr. Chair and mark it.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay end of discussion, end of discussion.
Director Michael Borja: I do want to advise you that the legislature can introduce legislation
with your consideration.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yeah let them do so. the legislature does have the overall
authority to do anything with our lands. But, we we’re entrusted too. to maintain at least try to
maintain these lands and I’ve been missing with discussions with a lot of people that Ron their
asking why do you keep selling out these lands. Leasing is the best that’s what I’m hearing
from a public, from other locals, Chamorro’s saying stop selling the land lease the property out
and let us be self-sustaining to us (GALC).
Director Michael Borja: Well, at least they’re not taking it away from you without
compensation. You already gave up two million dollars.
(Inaudible) Too many talking

Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: All we have is our different opinions from what is the benefit
for the trust so, I’m thinking they’re going to get more land from it or not by letting it sit idle and
doing nothing that’s a disservice to the trust and I’m just repeating. You already said in
discussion but, you know with all respect he gave his comment, and I respect his comment.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay and I heard all the side comments even from Director Borja about
what we gave away just for another time

V.

NEW BUSINESS
A. PRESENTATION FROM COAST 360 FCU CREDIT UNION

Mr. Gener Deliquina: Hafa Adai Mr. Chair and Commissioners, Mr. Borja and Mr. Camacho
my name is Gener Deliquina I’m from Coast 360 Federal Credit Union. I am the CEO of our
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union with me is Michelle San Agustin. She’s the Member Relations Manager, in charge of
branch operations in maite. And this is Leonard Padua who is our Manager for the Electronic
Services department and also, sitting in is our Chief Operations Officer. So, Mr. Borja we start
to meet about a week ago to attend this meeting and perhaps present the commissions
investments sitting in Coast 360 Federal Credit Union. So, with you today you have a packet
of some of our products and services including some of the disclosures in our member packet.
But, we also, have today the verification of deposit available so you can see what the funds are
sitting the different accounts of Coast 360 Federal Credit Union. So, if you could just pass this
out. And Michelle and Leonard are here including myself to answer whatever questions you
might have regarding the funds at Coast 360.
Chairman Tony Ada: Excuse me again sir your name.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Gener, Gener, spelled Gener Deliquina.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay a real quick question from prior discussion these dormant fees
dormant handling fees. You guys I know each account has looked at on how it behaves and
you know that when it becomes dormant the financial is concerned that they might be some
monkey business going on the dormant mostly it’s an eternal thing and somebody’s internally
can notice that their account is lying down maybe can pitch somebody out there. So, you out
into a special status. But, then with millions of dollars inside your financial institution and you’re
going to pick on the small accounts. I know it wasn’t charged. It was warned that it would be
charged and we satisfied that thing by just making a deposit into the account. But, could that
be just a communication that your account is not active maybe you don’t need it anymore and
maybe it’s better. I’m reading into the presentation, right?
Mr. Gener Deliquina: No. no problem I like to be able to respond it.
Chairman Tony Ada:
And just to your continued the presentation. We asked our
representative from the AG’S office Attorney Toft to look at what kind of investment allowances
are given to us since we’re not an autonomous entity and he did from great research and all of
the local lost and I won’t go through each of it. I went ahead and summarize it on this paper
and later share it with the board. But, really It boils down to this I’ll read the last part it goes my
legal recommendations to explore the possibility of investing on bonds and certificates of
deposit and so that’s where we’re at. I just want to put that out.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Okay.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay everybody finish looking at that handout.
Director Michael Borja: Mr. Chairman ill may ask them a question. On your listing of account
holders, the four individuals who have names up there. We actually went through last month to
makes these changes because we did several years ago to make those changes and they did
reflect so, they still don’t reflect. So, we went in with all the signature cards for each and every
one of these accounts to make those changes so, it realty needs to reflect the proper names
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of who the account of the persons with it can handle these accounts. So, there’s a lot of
documents we signed.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Okay we’ll take care of that Mr. Borja.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Very good Mr. Director.
Deputy Director David Camacho:
system already.

Check on (Inaudible) she’s the one who changed the

Mr. Gener Deliquina: Okay we’ll check that Mr. Borja and Mr. Camacho. With regards to the
dormant fees Mr. Chair we’ve implemented that as an internal control. We do provide a notice
prior to the account being dormant so, that it gives the opportunity for the member for the
account holder to keep the account active. We found from experience that the dormant
accounts there’s a lot of risk in it especially when someone notice that the account hasn’t been
monitored because there hasn’t been activity. We’ve had situations where for instance the
mother and daughter, the daughter would access the mother’s account without the mom
knowing because the account was dormant. And so, we noticed that in part of litigating that risk
is advising the member not only through for instance the largest amount is sitting in the share
savings and that’s really the membership account. So, the more so that we expect that account
to be active to also, let us know and help us monitor the account that someone authorizes is
looking at it and not just ignoring it.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay I was just going through this I took a picture of the member
relations officer that helped Mr. Camacho and myself is she here today?
Mr. Gener Deliquina: No. oh Jaime Riley.
Chairman Tony Ada:

Is she designated interface between us and Coast 360?

Mr. Gener Deliquina: Yes for this account because it’s an agency also, it’s the commission
we have two individuals that are designated for these types of accounts Jamielyn Riley and
Jessica
Mad razo.
Chairman Tony Ada: What’s the last name of Jessica?
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Madrazo
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah because we invited Jamielyn not to talk but, to come and attend
and see how this body operate.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Okay.
Mr. Leonard Padua: Mr. Chair if I may add both Jessica and Jamielyn work under Ms. San
Agustin so Michelle San Agustin our Member Relations Manager from Maite could also, be a
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point of contact for the commission directly and we can provide her contact information to the
commission as necessary. And that’s her additional point of contact.
Chairman Tony Ada: But, I know you’re very busy at the top. So, okay this thing about
dormant account. It’s never going to go away. I was in the banking field in 1980’s and still the
same thing, the only thing we’re concern about in a certain amount of years if nothing happens
to the account you give it GovGuam right?
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Yes. It’s (Inaudible) to the government of Guam after ten years of
dormant fee.
Chairman Tony Ada: For savings, how about checking?
Mr. Gener Deliquina: For all accounts actually other than the times shares because those
have maturity period those we expect no activity until after its’ matured. But, also in terms of
the dormant accounts with Coast 360 the fee for when the account is dormant is probably the
lease fee that you would see amongst other financial institutions. For us it’s really not so much
about the fee it’s more really just insuring that the member or the account holder is paying
attention to the account, because sometime I mean we heard nightmares about bank
statements and when they receive it they just tear it and throw it and they don’t even reconcile
it. and so, sometimes we find out at the very last minute already when their transactions
unauthorized on the account. And so especially a larger account with this amount we want the
commission to as a member is looking at.
Chairman Tony Ada: And if the fee where it says if we don’t participate anymore they can
always be reversed right?
Mr. Gener Deliquina: We can work on that.
Chairman Tony Ada: Once we otherwise the bank will eat up the account never mind give it
to the government because it came to zero. Okay.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Do you need a transfer of one dollar to any period when that
thing is due.
Chairman Tony Ada: I think it’s two years for checking and ten years for savings still.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: That’s correct.
Mr. Leonard Padua: Mr. Chair of I may also add there are other methods of ensuring activity
within account without necessarily transacting. If the commission can communicate with us just
far as acknowledging the existence of the account that you’re aware as far as monitoring your
account an official letter head provided the commission will suffice as of acknowledging activity
and the existence of the account with Coast 360.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Thank you.
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Chairman Tony Ada: To our another relations officer. Okay is there more you need to highlight
from this.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: No Mr. Chair unless you have any questions, I’ mean as far as the
accounts I just noticed that a big chunk is sitting in the saving if you really want to maximize
earnings on this you would probably transfer depending on your cash flow needs if you don’t
need access to the 4.1 for cash flow you can lather it in different times share where the rates
are higher. Otherwise the 4.1 is earning .30 compared to our times share today in twelve
months is earning 1.4.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay Commissioner Laguana
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Thank you that’s what one of the second reasons we invited
you in so that you can provide that input you know as a personal banking partners you know.
Thank you for that and we suggest that you we accept all your recommendations into making
our money grow based on your knowledge and banking and making us the best rates of we
can earn.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: We can certainly offer that advise to you and then the decision will be
up to you obviously. But, in terms of our products right now, times shares have off course the
high rates and the regular savings so, it’s really going to depend on your cash flow needs
because once your locked in the times share it has to sit there up to maturity. You do have the
option to redeem it prior to maturity but, you will encore an early withdrawal fee which
sometimes offset the earnings already accrued already in the account.
Director Michael Borja: So, do you have any recommendations on that savings account?
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Well if there’s anything that I may offer is probably again is on your cash
flow needs is to move them into a times share to maximize the earnings. You don’t have to put
it all in one-time share.
Director Michael Borja: What’s the difference between in just regular terms share and term
share jumbo?
Mr. Gener Deliquina: A jumbo the minimum amount is a hundred thousand and then anything
below a hundred thousand will be a regular time share a term share.
Director Michael Borja: So, jumbo is a minimum a hundred.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Yes.
Director Michael Borja: Why does it say minimum five hundred?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: On the sheet it says Term Share jumbo says minimum five
hundred.in the little packet it a hundred thousand that’s why it’s .05 difference.
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Chairman Tony Ada: Okay Director Borja what page are you looking at?
Director Michael Borja: It’s on this. The brochure the minimum amounts in the account. So,
right now were doing them in blocks of three hundred thousand two of them are three hundred
one of them is five hundred thousand. So, you know were looking at probably spreading them
out over time there might be a one year, two-year, three year, or four year or five year. So, the
commission will need to make some kind of motion to move a certain amount into these jumbo
shares at various different interval terms so that we can if we need access we can to which
ever ones mature but, you can see the best return the longer the term the best return. So, that’s
what we will need to do today. I was kind of hoping that you guys might give some
recommendations today. Put a million here, put a million there.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Could we wait for that as oppose to trying?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: I think a lot of that has to do with the boards liquidity needs more
than anything with what we would know rather than them I mean obviously the higher rate is
dumping all of it in a 2.1 percent. At any time once the rules and regs has get developed we’ll
have a greater idea of where we stand as far as if where were trying to disbursed the liquidity
so, I think in my opinion were looking at maybe a year or so until we get a solid rules and regs
developed at the least so, I would say probably it’s a decent amount I would say no longer in a year or
two as far as.
Director Michael Borja: Well I think as far as we decided if what we think of doing is at we
weren’t going to disbursed the whole amount once the rules and regs are done were going to
leave a balance what’s only disbursed a certain amount of it. let’s say you had five million and
you disbursed three we keep the two and then continue to build it up and when you get enough
again until you have a working amount in here. But, you have two coming matured next this
December and that’s just eight hundred.
Deputy Director David Camacho: And that’s why we did it this way we deposited it in a
different time about a year and one other one is twenty-four month the other one is eighteen
month the other one is one year and because of the rules and regulations is not found and all
those things. Now if the director said the board wants to make a motion we could always deposit
a lumpsum one year or two years leaving at least a million on the account.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay early withdrawal what are the penalties?
Mr. Gener Deliquina: The penalties is calculated depending on at the time of the withdrawal
sometimes let’s say let’s give an example of the twelve months term share if let’s say after nine
months you decide to withdraw the formula for that will be obviously it’s going to be prorated
but, if the earlier the later you withdraw the lesser the penalty the earlier the larger.
Legal Counsel Nicolas loft: It’s on page 28 the booklet what it’s calculation.
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah because I remember the cd’s the penalties is ninety days so, if
it’s one year and ninety days you need to take it out for some emergency purposes or
something only you’ll get your money back you get no interest, but if you go let’s say a hundred
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and eighty days or even close to one year maximum that you’ll be penalize is the ninety days.
Is that different now?
Mr. Gener Deliquina: No, actually it’s yeah go ahead.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: It depends on what the term is more than a year. If it’s more
than a year it’s ninety days if it’s less than a year.
Chairman Tony Ada: What page is that nick?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: Page 28 on top of page 28 in the little booklet.
Chairman Tony Ada: Nick how did you read this whole pamphlet in a short time?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: I just skipped to the part to that I knew it was going to be on.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay so, you know with the rules and regs that still needs to be worked
out and one of the estimates might be another year before it’s even (Inaudible) but, even after
that we still need to identify who the beneficiary is that qualify into that thing. So, maybe the
recommendations is we’ll start identifying who the beneficiary is starting now and because if
we’re going to wait for the rules and regs this is a discussion amongst my group here if you’re
hearing it. if we’re going to wait for the rules and regs to be approved and then start finding out
who it belongs to decide it’s going to take even longer and if we’re going to do that then minus
well we put it in for the full five, years sixteen months. I’m just putting that out as an example.
So, now we have a task we need to start identifying to who the beneficiary is and get ready to
put them in when the rules and regs are approved right?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: Well but we haven’t defined beneficiary’s yet in the rules and
regs were going to defined that so, it’s kind of tough to start defining class when we don’t have
any the definition of the class yet.
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah, the primary class is just possessed land owners.
Legal Counsel Nicolas loft: Right. 1 mean you can start identifying a certain subset that you
know that you are going to be in there but, as fat as being clarity of the class.
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah you should still I think we can identify a majority of them the ones
who will never get their land back and the ones that may or may not get their land back but,
even if the ones that may not get their land back I think we know who those are right now so,
what I’m saying to my colleague’s here is we should start complying that list. I think we have
the list we just need to formalize it. ad so, with that information, right? your recommendation if
that’s going to be twelve months if we put it in for twelve months because nothing going to
happen because it’s going to take even longer to get paid who needs to see the benefit then
it’s going to be more than twelve months so.
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Director Michael Borja: Well my recommendation is to take that 4.1 and divide it into three
categories a 1 year two year and a three year each at 1.3 five million and that will get you just
under it would still have about over a hundred thousand on the size of the account and that
account Is continuing growing as we receive our payments that keeps growing into that account
so, when it reaches another big amount later on but that way it gives you this period of time
over a longer period of time very long time for them to mature to take them out as we let’s say
the one year matures and we already foresee a disbursement within a short period of time or
within the next year we just roll it over to savings and have It ready to go.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yeah, I agree. Sounds.
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah that’s a god idea. And in fact, in 1 year we’re ready we’ll distribute
just the that mature and let them know next year there’s going to be another one to be
distributed and so forth.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Right.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay.
Director Michael Borja: See and what you have in the current balances on the other three
that you have 1.1 million, 1.2 million so, you would need to have to make a motion to reflect
how much you to transfer into this specific kind of share accounts and the terms to each one
of those so that we could take this and give them directions to begin preparing that we need to
put into certificate of deposits.

Chairman Tony Ada: Commissioners any comments? We’re good with that right?
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: So, what are the numbers 1.3?
Director Michael Borja: 1.35 times 3 is 4 million fifty thousand so you would have a balance
of fifty-seven thousand dollars, fifty-eight thousand dollars in the bank but, again that’s always
growing it just grew by a huge amount just not too long ago when we made the deposit. But,
we have big deposit too. we could put 2 million in there were used of it.
Deputy Director David Camacho: I recommend Mr. chair that we don’t close the savings
account
(Inaudible don’t; list that amount.
Director Michael Borja: No no no because that where we make our deposits and then we.
Too many talking (Inaudible))

Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: It’s a share savings.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: And then when their additional deposits made (Inaudible).
Director Michael Borja: That’s where all our rentals go.
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Chairman Tony Ada: What is the minimum balance for the savings?
Mr. Gener Deliquina: For just a regular savings it’s five dollars.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Five dollars to open.
Chairman Tony Ada: In our account by one hundred?
Director Michael Borja: Yeah.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Yes.
Director Michael Borja: Their kinda over by about 4.1 million.
Chairman Tony Ada: You see this is good another thing is good money for you guys because
you’re only paying us .3
Director Michael Borja: Yeah but it’s not they can’t give out the long long term loans of those.
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah but, when you put out the loans the margin between you lending
out this money is keeping still there to what you’re paying out to us is you guys are that’s
another way you guys are making good money on us right?
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Margins.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: You got to pay the employees
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay so, with the amount that Mr. Borja’s suggest or we make a motion
to divide to leave a certain money in the account and then divide the remainder into three.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Staggered
Director Michael Borja: No let’s keep it whole. Keep them at whole numbers to start and so
you know the motion would sound something like okay you move from the share savings
account. Account number one hundred the sum of 1 .35 million dollars into a term share jumbo
account for 12 months. 1.35 million dollars into a term share jumbo account for 24 months and
1.35 million dollars into a term share jumbo account for 36 months. That comes out to 4 million
fifty thousand.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: What’s the possibility for us to disbursing within the 12month period? So, why don’t we just go for a higher interest rate?
Chairman Tony Ada: So, with that then, maybe the 12 months will be just one.
Deputy Director David Camacho: 1.5.
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Director Michael Borja: Or if you go 24, 36, and 48.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yeah.
Chairman Tony Ada: In equal amounts or put the smaller amount on there on the one that’s
maturing earlier.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yeah.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: you said just one and six (Inaudible). Correct we need one big
one.

Director Michael Borja: That’s some long time five years.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: It’s not going to take us that long (Inaudible)
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: If you’re going to have everything set doesn’t mean
everything has to complete the money right there and then you could just say what we’ll
(Inaudible)
Chairman Tony Ada: Put more separate in the higher interest yeah. Okay.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: 24, 48 and 24, 36, 48.
Chairman Tony Ada:

18, 24, and 36.

Chairman Tony Ada: This is the page that you can see the interest rates.
Director Michael Borja: 18,24, and 36 1.35 million each?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: 18, 24, and 36.
Vice Chairman Ronald Lag uana: Make the motion because he can’t make the motion.

Commissioner Louisa Wessling: I have a question.
Chairman Tony Ada: Go ahead Commissioner Wessling.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: This is just reviewing last month’s minutes I was not here
at the meeting and the discussion on investing bonds of as he discussed as far as with
(Inaudible) Asia Pacific Investors and I was just wondering were moving towards I guess
sticking with the Coast 360 so was there any final words decisions regarding that.
Chairman Tony Ada: Well Attorney Toft did his research and he email of au on September 25 and I
summarized it on this so, he cited certain parts of the Guam Code and he also, cited the Uniform Prudent
Investors Act and the Prudent Investor Rule and based on all that he did referred to dulling obligations

Q
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right for us to do and highest in best rules were being controlled in certain regulations so, his legal
recommendations is investing in bonds. Do you folks?

Mr. Gener Deliquina: We don’t do bonds.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay and certificate of deposits. I’ll let you have this copy. (Inaudible)
Attorney Nicolas Toft: I printed one out.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Thank you.
Chairman Tony Ada: There’s another idea of how to do this but, I haven’t questioned out
completely.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay.
Director Michael Borja: The idea to commissioner is that if we wanted to go through a whole
another system that we don’t already have in place then to find a financial institution or
someone to do this we really have to go through procurement process especially because
there’s a lot of money that’s involved. And so there might have been another presentation by
someone earlier to go to that person and maybe it’s out of balance because of procurement.

Commissioner Louisa Wessling: No that if fully understand. I just wanted to clarify which
way we are going. I’m sorry I didn’t see this one and so this clarifies for me thank you.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay Commissioner Sablan.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: No more question I mean I like to make a motion. We take
the 4.1 million on the trust share savings and we’ll main vested into the share jumbo accounts
starting with. I like to put more into a bigger amount. I say I million to the 18 months and another
1 million into the 24 months and 2 million into the 48 months.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay that leaves at least a hundred thousand into the savings account.
Do you want to increase that amount drop that hundred thousand down a little bit more?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: You mean the left over?
Director Michael Borja: Yeah so, just do 1.35 million.
Vice Chairman Ronald Lag uana: And the fifty balance, right?
Director Michael Borja: That should be about it. yeah that 4 million straight if your saying
(Inaudible).
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: We could always adjust that.
Director Michael Borja: 1.25, 1.25 and 2. Take one of them to 24 and put 1.5. 1, 1.5 and 2.
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Does it work out?
Chairman Tony Ada:

Okay.

Too many talking (Inaudible)
Director Michael Borja: Yeah, it’s not 1.5
Deputy Director David Camacho: 2.5 on the 24 months.
Chairman Tony Ada: If we leave the seven thousand seven fifty forty-eight in the account we
got 4 million one hundred thousand that we can place into the CD, right?
Director Michael Borja: We’ll just keep it at that and then when the account gets larger again
up to another half a million. And then we’ll leave another three hundred thousand into another
jumbo account. That sounds good one, one, two.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: So, again the motion 18 months for 1 million, 24 months for
another million, and the 48 months is 2 million.
Director Michael Borja: 2 million, right?
Chairman Tony Ada: 2.1.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I like to have something to breath on. (Inaudible)
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: A hundred thousand, a hundred thousand.
Chairman Tony Ada: 2.2 on the 36 because it’s not enough. We only got 4 million 1 hundred.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: No, no, I’m saying adjust the 48 will be only 2 million 2.0.
Chairman Tony Ada: Oh you’re going to make that 2.0.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah.
Chairman Tony Ada: for 48, I thought were 18, 24, and 36?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I’m going 48 that’s my motion?
Chairman Tony Ada: So, what three terms are we looking at? 18, 24, and 36 and 48.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: 18, 24, and 48.
Chairman Tony Ada: What happen to 36?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: There’s two more in.
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Chairman Tony Ada: Okay.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: That was not in my motion?
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay. 18, 24, and 48. Can you please restate 18 months?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I move that we reinvest the trust share savings into the
jumbo term share and that is for 18 months. we’ll place 1 million for 24 months, we’ll place
another million in there and then, for 48 months we’ll place 2 million.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay that will leave a balance of a hundred and seven thousand in the
account. Why don’t we make it 2.1 and just leave seven thousand in there because there’s
more money coming in?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Okay I readjust my motion to 48 million we’ll put 2.1 million.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay there’s the motion.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: 48 will be 2.1.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: 2.1.
Chairman Tony Ada: And the remaining balance in the savings account will be the seven
thousand seven fifteen.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: In another savings
Chairman Tony Ada: No just. (Inaudible).
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: We still have another secondary savings then?

Commissioner Anita Orlino: Yeah just leave it there.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Oh in that trust share savings.
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah. Okay that’s the account were looking at.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: 18 months will be 1 million, 24, months will be another
1 million, 48 months will be 2.1 million.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay do I hear a second?
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: I second that motion.
Chairman Tony Ada: Commissioner Laguana seconds it.
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Chairman Tony Ada: All those in favor.
Director Michael Borja: Wait, wait, before you vote. Does that sound unreasonable? Are
there any errors that are taking in this process?
Mr. Gener Deliquina: No math errors because it’s 2.1 it fits right into the amount of the share
savings.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: We made it simple.

Mr. Gener Dellquina: Yes.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: We have enough money to invest that.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Yes.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay it’s been moved, it’s been second it.
Commissioner Wessling
Commissioner Eclavea:
Commissioner Laguana
Commissioner Orlino

—

—

-

—

Approved
Approved
Approved

Approved

Chairman Tony Ada: Okay I also, approve.
Chairman Tony Ada: So, I guess Mr. Camacho will formalize that with you guys. That’s one
part in this meeting. Now we have to talk about the ones that are coming due next month, I
mean December.

Director Michael Borja: Just roll them over.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay. Do I hear a motion to roll them over?
Chairman Tony Ada: I’ll move to roll them over.
Chairman Tony Ada: Anyone second it? (Inaudible)
Deputy Director David Camacho: Both accounts.
Director Michael Borja: To the 12 and 24 months that are maturing in this December.
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Chairman Tony Ada: So, we roll them over as 12 and we roll them over as 24, both of
the principal and the interest, right? just roll over whatever the amount the certain
amount is?
Chairman Tony Ada: So, moved and second it.
Commissioner Wessling:
Commissioner Eclavea:
Commissioner Orlino:

-

Approved

Approved

Approved

-

Commissioner Sablan:

-

-

Approved

Commissioner Laguana: Approved
Chairman Tony Ada: I approve
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay so, the ones that are coming due this year roll them over. For
the next year, for the investment of one million one hundred thousand is one million for 18
months, one million for 24 months, and 2.1 million for 48 months. Are these interest rates valid
they might change, tomorrow right?

Mr. Gener Deliquina: It could change but, as of today (Inaudible)
Chairman Tony Ada:

It could change for the better and for higher we want that?

Director Michael Borja: Were locked in?
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay I have another question here, I guess we didn’t move into it but,
on your summary page here under maximizing your returns you did bring up your money
market account and for us to just abbreviate it we cannot play with monies that belong to a third
party, right? which is a beneficiary so, we cannot be aggressive in investing. That’s what we
just did we just went conservative.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Okay.
Chairman Tony Ada: Are money account conservative also?

Mr. Gener Deliquina: Yes. Money fund plus the advantage of that so, against a time share is
that it’s more liquid. In other words, you can access the funds. There’s no maturity and also,
rates are tiered so, you can lather the funds so that they are earning different rates at the same
time. The money market though in terms of transacting it’s limited to three checks for a month,
per month. Because when you invest in the money market it will provide you with a cashier’s
check and you can only transact three times per month.
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Chairman Tony Ada: That will require something like a financial manager to look at it and if it
looks good to move it.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Pretty much because it’s active. A term share because it has a term
and a maturity period. You can’t transact on it basically. So, actually the difference and off
course of terms of rates the money market is much lower because it’s considered almost like
a regular savings.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay then we don’t want to hear about the.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: So, it’s designed more for liquidity.

Chairman Tony Ada: Okay and that it’s in there.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Yes.

Chairman Tony Ada: Anything else board?
Director Michael Borja: I just wanted to let the Coast 360 know that the Ancestral Lands
Commission is audited annually by the Office of Public Accountability and the auditors are
usually been Ernst & Young and so just those financial auditors are available online either on
Ancestral Lands Commissions website or the OPA website. Okay so, one of the
recommendations from the auditors was to do something more with the money to earn more
than letting sit in staggered account.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Thank you.

Chairman Tony Ada: So we fulfill the recommendations of your play.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: So you can just provide all those details in writing towards
us in which we discussed right?
Director Michael Borja: We’ll communicate with them.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Oh you’ll communicate with them.
Director Michael Borja: We have to give them a motion
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Oaky there you go.
Director Michael Borja: So, we’ll be in touch with you Michelle.
Ms. Michelle San Agustin: Yes Thank you.
Chairman Tony Ada: And we can contact you we don’t have to wait for 2 weeks meeting to
contact you right?

Q
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Ms. Michelle San Agustin: Anytime.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Michelle’s card is in the packet.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Thank you Mr. Chair.
Joey Leon Guerrero: You guys have any questions about the insurance deposits, about the
five hundred thousand.
Chairman Tony Ada: Oh, the deposit insurance right how much of this will be covered if
(Inaudible).
Mr. Gener Deliquina: By regulation your insured up to two hundred fifty thousand.
Chairman Tony Ada: That’s it global.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Pretty much.
Chairman Tony Ada: Not for account it’s two hundred fifty for the whole enchilada.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: We’re bonded with insurance
Chairman Tony Ada: But you’re not going to let that happen you’re not going to let the Credit
Union.
Chairman Tony Ada: Thanks Joey for that.
Mr. Gener Deliquina: Okay thank you very much.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Mr. Chair with this threat what they said with regards to the
threat is get all these documents in black and white and put it in a plastic container so, it won’t
get wet. They don’t think suggest thumb drives or anything in your computer because there’s
going to be no power so, it’s got to be in black and white. we need to have those down.
B. CORRECTION DEED TO CORRECT QUITCLAIM DEED RECORDED
Chairman Tony Ada: Is this just an eternal I’m sorry Nick.
Deputy Director David Camacho: That’s for the board to be aware that one of the property
a portion of the property that was released wasn’t included in the deed that was issued during
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the time of our deed ceremony and Joey made a correction on the deed to identify the portion
of that’s not included.
Chairman Tony Ada: Which?
Deputy Director David Camacho: This is the property next to the Community College lot?
Joey that’s lot 52?
Joey Leon Guerrero: Lot 5292.
Chairman Tony Ada: So, who gets affected of the correction somebody’s going to get more
land?
Joey Leon Guerrero: If they’re entitled too. the land was split by route 15 and the return well,
it was deeded to 0CC was two parcels.
Chairman Tony Ada: Split by the route?
Joey Leon Guerrero: Route 15. But what happened was when the office prepared the deed
to the family they used the wrong templet. There’s one templet for just that one parcel and
there’s another templet for lands that were used by route 15 so, unfortunately the templet we
used only gave them a portion, were supposed to give them both sides.
Chairman Tony Ada: Wow good find.
Director Michael Borja: Are their different Lot Numbers?
Joey Leon Guerrero: Same Lot Number. Well I mean it’s different 0CC was lot 5433 and 54
(Inaudible) But the land were returning is 5292 it just got split by the road.
Director Michael Borja: Okay so, we already deeded some of this land to the Ancestral
owner, right?
Joey Leon Guerrero: Yeah.
Director Michael Borja: And do we have to amend that. Deed so, did they do a title? Was the
certificate of tile issued? I know they got the deed you know if they went and got a title.
Joey Leon Guerrero: They don’t need to survey it yet.
Director Michael Borja: Because if they got a title then we need to give them something.
Joey Leon Guerrero: So, the deed that was issued to the family only mentioned this
highlighted the yellow highlighted portion and so, were correcting the deed to include the
southern portion of. of route 15 which is also, Lot 5292.
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Director Michael Borja: That’s a larger amount. Oh, dear it’s going to be Christmas for them.
Chairman Tony Ada: But, going through all the research so, it goes from what size to what
size what’s the total size?
Director Michael Borja: Like ten times the size.
Joey Leon Guerrero: But, it’s something that it was already decided by the board everything
was presented at the meetings it was just the deed that was incorrectly prepared and I can
assure you that the families didn’t prepare this deed. We prepared it this time so, you don’t
have to worry about all the Torres case shenanigans.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay but, it goes in the case of the family.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: It belongs to them.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: What family is this?
Joey Leon Guerrero: This is the Ramon Santos Borja and Maria Lujan Borja.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: They are related. Do the right thing.
Too many talking (Inaudible)

Commissioner Louisa Wessling: So, the original deed that was given to the family did it just
say that 5292 and then whatever this land area was.
Joey Leon Guerrero: Yes.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay.
Chairman Tony Ada: Does it match up to you know the documents require are in Tax Roll.
Tax Roll sites the entire big size?

Joey Leon Guerrero: Yes.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Service certification and all.

Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay so, this goes into a different Lot Number.
Too many talking (Inaudible)

Joey Leon Guerrero: It’s 5292 but, it just got split by the road.
Deputy Director David Camacho: As a matter of fact Mr. Chair we did the ceremony up at
the. (Inaudible)
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Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Yeah, I already remember.
Deputy Director David Camacho: The property in which it’s deeded to.
Chairman Tony Ada: That’s already pass GPA going straight on the left side so, now the rest
of the property is towards. (Inaudible)
Too many talking (Inaudible)
Chairman Tony Ada: Airight very good.
Chairman Tony Ada: Are you guys the family?
Too Many talking (Inaudible)
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay you folks have anything that you want to say?
Unknown Speaker: We take a seat?
Chairman Tony Ada: Yes sir. So, congratulations! you found the rest of the property.
Unknow Speaker: We haven’t seen it looks like they amend to include.
Chairman Tony Ada: I guess they’ll give you the map it’s across the street when you guys
had the ceremony. Man, that’s nice? Maybe plenty of crab, deer, and pig. Congratulations!
Chairman Tony Ada: Who found this? Is it joey?
Deputy Director David Camacho: Yeah.
Chairman Tony Ada: Joey good job! Okay sir good, right?
Unknown Speaker: Good thank you.
Chairman Tony Ada: I think we spoke you’re the one with the feed store? your still at the feed
store, was that you?
Unknown Speaker: No that’s my cousin?
Chairman Tony Ada: Your cousin, okay Director, yes sir.
Deputy Director David Camacho: We’re going to set up a date time for you to tell them to
come in and have it notarized to contact Mr. Flores.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay.

Q

Q
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C
Too many talking (Inaudible)
Chairman Tony Ada: Director Borja I know throughout your meetings you were giving some
of the stuff that you were working on. Do you have anything more to report?
Director Michael Borja: No, no I do not.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay excuse, can I have a minute so that we can adjourn? Okay that
completes our meeting.
VI.

PUBLIC COMMENTS

VII.

REPORTS

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT

Chairman Tony Ada: Do I hear a motion?
All Commissioners: Motion to Adjourn
Chairman Tony Ada: Alright Motion is second meeting is ended.
Meeting adjourned at 3:58 pm
Transcribed by: Stephanie Duenas:
Approved by Board motion in meetin o
David V. Camacho, Deputy Director:

NOVt/rltrt/&ji?J/1
Date:
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/17

Anthony J.P. Ada, Chairperson:
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GALC COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES
Department of Land Management Conference Room
3rd
Floor, ITC Building, Tamuning
Wednesday June 28 2017 I 2:04 pm to recessed until July 6, 2017
I. CALL TO ORDER
Meeting was called to order at 2:04 pm by Chairman Anthony Ada
Chairman Anthony Ada: In Compliance with public law 24-109, Guam Ancestral
Lands Commission published the public meeting announcement on Wednesday,
June 21 2017 and Monday, June 26 2017 in the Guam Daily Post.
II. Roll Call
Present were Chairman Anthony Ada, Commissioner, Ronald T. Laguana,
Secretary/Treasurer, Maria Cruz, Commissioner Ronald Eclavea-absent,
Commissioner Anita F. Orlino, Commissioner Antonio Sablan, Commissioner
Louisa M. Wessling, Director Michael absent, Deputy Director David Camacho,
Land Administrator, Margarita Borja-absent, Karen Charfauros, Land Agent,
Attorney Nicolas Toft-tardy.
Chairman Anthony Ada: This meeting is called to order.
III. Approval of Minutes
June 14, 2017
Chairman Anthony Ada: has everybody had a chance to review the minutes? I’ll
give you a few minutes.

Telephone:
(671) 473-5263/7 or
(671) 649-LAND (5263)

ext. 435

Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Mr. chair, I moved to approve subject to
corrections.

Facsimile:
671 -649-5383

Chairman Anthony Ada: we have a motion to approve; do you need a few more
minutes?
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: need to second and then we can move to
discuss it.
Chairman Anthony Ada: we have a motion to approve the minutes, do we have a
second?

Commissioner Anita Orlino: I seconded.
Chairman Anthony Ada: we have a second. Comments or discussion?
Deputy Director David Camacho: regarding the spelling of A’gi is also spelled Agui in the civil
case documentation they are using both, Agui and Ague.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Agui and Ague.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: I could get a copy of the language commission adopted
original names.
Deputy Director David Camacho: this is recorded in court documents.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Aguei and in English the “i” sound like an “e”.
Chairman Anthony Ada: so Agui is the correct pronunciation?
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: orAgi.
Deputy Director David Camacho: that is what was recorded in court documents.
Chairman Anthony Ada: okay.
Karen Charfauros: so what do you want me to change it to? Or do you want me to just put all of
them in, Agui, Ague, A’gi.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Ague, for now and I will give you a list of all the place names.
Karen Charfauros: for the purpose of the minutes, should I just put in all the different ways to
spell Agui?
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Agui or Ague or Agi.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: the Navy makes a lot of mistakes like mount mullajong,
Almagoza. This is historic it was supposed to be Tutujan, Asan, so they said why do we confuse it
why don’t we just say Agana Heights so it became Agana Heights during the Navy administration
but those are three district areas Apotguan, Tutujan and Pa’asan. They just did what they wanted
to do.
Chairman Anthony Ada: what was that mountain again?
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Mount Mullajong but rather it is mount Humuyong Manglu and
I keep telling PDN that, “to where the wind blows up”.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: But where in the Chamorro language do we have the word
“mount”.

2Pae

Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Sabana, Sabana Humullong Manglu. But the PDN says
‘mount mullayong”. And now that you have the Chamorro language commission you can always
refer to them.
Chairman Anthony Ada: all those in favor of approving the minutes of June 14, 2017 say “aye”.
Commissioners: “aye”.
Chairman Anthony Ada: oppose?
No answer
Chairman Anthony Ada: okay motion passes, minutes are approved.
IV old business item four-court case update
Chairman Anthony Ada: there was a letter from attorney Highsmith did everybody get a chance
to read that? In our last meeting we voted for to appeal and terminate the slaughterhouse license
and his email says he got approval from the Atty. General to go ahead and do that. I did ask him
if we could have a decision tree analysis and he wanted me to clarify, and all that means is that
we weigh the pros and cons with continuing the case and once we get a clear picture of what that
is we can make a decision and he says he hopes to get it in the next couple of days he’s not
ready for it today. Attorney Toft could make it today?
Deputy Director David Camacho: he is off island.
Chairman Anthony Ada: oh yeah! He went to that thing in Europe. That’s all with regards to that
he says the next hearing is not until August you know how time flies really fasten we need him to
prepare for those way before hand.
IV old business- rules and regulations
Chairman Anthony Ada: the next item is the rules and regulations, has it been forwarded
already?
Deputy Director David Camacho: we did but there is no feedback yet and we have to wait until
attorney Toft returns but I did inquire with the Director and up to now we have not received
anything.
Chairman Anthony Ada: he drafted the transmittal letter and so it is with the Director now, okay.
What is the protocol for that, does it go to the governor and then to the legislature? Or to the
legislature was a copy to the governor’s office?
Deputy Director David Camacho: we did advise the front office.
Chairman Anthony Ada: has Sen. Ada asked to see it?
Deputy Director David Camacho: I have no knowledge of that.
Chairman Anthony Ada: I think he is aware.
3IPage

Deputy Director David Camacho: usually this goes to the speaker’s office.
Chairman Anthony Ada: so the speaker will request the governor’s office?
Deputy Director David Camacho: he will communicate with our attorney.
Chairman Anthony Ada: okay. Attorney Toft did his part so it is up to the Director now right?
Deputy Director David Camacho: it is up to the legislature now.
Chairman Anthony Ada: so they already have a copy?
Deputy Director David Camacho: yes.
IV old business- GEDA MOU
Chairman Anthony Ada: did the workgroup have a chance to discuss this?
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: there was no meeting I was the only one that showed up.
Chairman Anthony Ada: oh I recall, Commissioner Cruz had transportation problems.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: I forgot about it I did not put it in my calendar and so I didn’t have
transportation that day I didn’t realize it until later.
Chairman Anthony Ada: so are you guys going to make another attempt?
Commissioner Maria Cruz: is there any way we can ask management to do a recommendation
and maybe work with GEDA and once they come up with a solution make that presentation to the
board of commissioners. That is my suggestion.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Commissioner Cruz is suggesting to let land management work it out
and just bring it to us to vote on it.
Commissioner Cruz: the Director and the Deputy Director to work on it.
Deputy Director David Camacho: with regard to that we still need your input.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: this just schedule a meeting.
Chairman Anthony Ada: the workgroup should just schedule a meeting.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: that is what we have been trying to do.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: set it up and let us just do it.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: can we just schedule it right now?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: who is the chairperson of the group?
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